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1) Henry bought a hot dog and a soup. He paid with a 20-dollar 

bill and left the change as a tip. What was the tip amount?

2) Mr.Danny buys 2 hamburgers and 3 sandwiches. How much 

money does he pay?

4) After buying a bowl of soup and 3 hamburgers, Jerry has left 

with    4.50. How much money he was started with?

5)      Kevin wanted to buy either 3 hotdogs or 5 sandwiches. Which 

item cost him less?

3) Andrew buys some hotdogs worth     81.00. How many hotdogs 

does he buy?

Name :

dave’s restaurant 

  9.00

7.00

6.50
12.25

3.50

10.00

Hotdog

Sandwich

French-fries

Hamburger

Cola

Ice-cream sundae

Soup 8.75
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1)
2.25

Henry bought a hot dog and a soup. He paid with a 20-dollar 

bill and left the change as a tip. What was the tip amount?

2)
45.50

Mr.Danny buys 2 hamburgers and 3 sandwiches. How much 

money does he pay?

4) 50.00After buying a bowl of soup and 3 hamburgers, Jerry has left 

with    4.50. How much money he was started with?

5)      HotdogKevin wanted to buy either 3 hotdogs or 5 sandwiches. Which 

item cost him less?

3)
9

Andrew buys some hotdogs worth     81.00. How many hotdogs 

does he buy?

dave’s restaurant 

  9.00

7.00

6.50
12.25

3.50

10.00

Hotdog

Sandwich

French-fries

Hamburger

Cola

Ice-cream sundae

Soup 8.75

Answer key
Mixed Operations: S2
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